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About 4500 years ago, during the Late Archaic period, nine explorers reconnoitered several
passages within a large cave in north central Tennessee. Although prehistoric cave explo-

ration was not unusual in eastern North America, this particular trip is unique because
274 footprints of these ancient cavers are preserved in the damp floor sediment of a side passage. Analyses of the route taken by the explorers, and of their footprint trail significantly

enhance our knowledge of cave use in prehistoric eastern North America.

Introduction

abama. The upper passages of Jaguar Cave probably began

The damp substrate of a remote side passage in Jaguar

Cave, Tennessee, records the earliest exploration trip yet
known into the dark zone of a big cave in eastern North
America. In 1976, modern cavers came upon the ancient
foot impressions while mapping a newly discovered part of

to form in the Late Tertiary or Early Quaternary periods;

in the lower levels, groundwater seeking the base-level
stream continues to carve new passages today.

Jaguar Cave was named for its paleontological record.
In two different instances, sometime between 10,000 and

this cave. The cave cartographers notified Watson and Wil-

35,000 years ago, jaguars (Panthera onca) became trapped

son, who visited the footprint passage and subsequently as-

in the cave, wandered in search of an exit, and eventually

sembled a team to investigate the prehistoric exploration of

died (Robbins, Wilson, and Watson 1981: 377). The

Jaguar Cave with special emphasis on the footprint array in

prints of jaguar paws, abundant and very well-preserved,

what the modern cavers called "Aborigine Avenue.55

are visible in several mud-floored passages, but not the one

Jaguar Cave (fig. i) lies within the mixed mesophytic

entered much later by prehistoric humans. The jaguar

forest of north central Tennessee. The cave, on private land

prints and the human prints are temporally and spatially

and protected by a locked gate, is known to be at least 13

well separated, but both sets attest to the stability of the

km long. It was created by groundwater flowing through

general cave environment over many millennia. In addition

the massively bedded Mississippian and Pennsylvanian

to the skeletal remains of the two jaguars, fragments from

sinkholes, rockshelters, and caves such as Jaguar- are com-

the cave including the following extinct taxa: passenger pigeon (Ecotopistes migratorius) , mastodon (Mammut ameri-

limestones of the Cumberland Plateau. Karst landforms-

mon throughout the midwestern and midsouthern United
States from southern Illinois and Indiana to northern Al-

a wide variety of other species have been recovered from

canum)^ long nosed peccary (Mylohyus nasutus), dire wolf
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Figure 1. Map of Jaguar Cave (Adapted by Judith Stolen from the original map prepared by M. Clark
and A. Lyles from survey data obtained in 1976 and 1977 by Barbara Schaeffer, Louis Simpson, David
Socky, and 39 other National Speleological Society cavers).

(Canis dirus), horse (Equus), tapir (Tapirus), and camel
(Camelops). More than 50 vertebrate species have been

identified from bones recovered from a talus cone at the

years, until 1976 it was thought to end at a point about
600 m from the entrance. Then a group of cave explorers
and cartographers, members of the National Speleological

north end of Tremendous Trunk. The two jaguars probably

Society (NSS), found many more kilometers of passage be-

also entered the cave via this talus cone during the late

yond this point (fig. i). In addition, they discovered evi-

Pleistocene when it was open to the surface.

dence of prehistoric human exploration.
A small stream issues from the cave entrance (fig. 2). A

Discovery
Although the cave was known and explored for many

scatter of chipped stone artifacts was found on the surface
outside, but adjacent to, the cave mouth (Kenneth Tanker-
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Figure 2. Entrance, Jaguar Cave, Tennessee (Cave Research Foundation photograph by Diana Daunt and
William McCuddy).

sley, personal communication 1989). The only diagnostic

breakdown boulders, some of which are several meters

item is an Early Woodland-like projectile point of a gener-

wide and weigh many tons. Opening off Tremendous

al type thought to date between 1500 and 300 B.C., signif-

Trunk is a smaller side passage. If a cave party is already fa-

icantly later than the three radiocarbon dates we obtained
from the cave interior (see below).

miliar with the route and moves quickly, the trip from the

The entrance area inside is wet and coated with slippery
mud; water drips or flows steadily. The cave stream winds

along the entrance passage and must be crossed several
times before one reaches the Towering Inferno, an immense pile of limestone boulders some 20 m high. The
temperature inside the cave is 54° F in areas remote from
entrances or from active streams. When the temperature
outside is significantly higher than that, warmer air enter-

ing through a small crevice above the Inferno meets the
cooler air inside the cave and forms clouds of water vapor

that give the impression of smoke: hence, "Towering Inferno." It was here that the cave was formerly thought to
end. By climbing the Towering Inferno, however, the 1976
discovery party reached a low, wide passage (the Only
Crawl) providing access to more of the cave (fig. 3) including two very large passages: Tremendous Trunk and
Horrendous Trunk. Tremendous Trunk is 30 m wide, 10 m

high, and 550 m long. The passage floor is covered with
breakdown: blocks, slabs, and chips of rock that have fall-

entrance to the beginning of this side passage takes about
an hour. An exploration trip would have taken longer because the route is neither direct nor obvious. The NSS
group made its way into this side passage in 1976 thinking
they were the first people to venture there. They had seen
no boot marks or other signs of human intrusion after entering the Only Crawl, but within the side passage they saw

prints left by bare human feet (Arnold 1983). Proceeding
carefully, they found many more footprints, but still no
sign of modern boot marks. Bits of cane charcoal, surely
from ancient torches, were scattered among the prints. Radiocarbon dates from this charcoal later corroborated their

first impression: they had come upon the record of another exploration trip made long before theirs. The soft, moist

substrate of this side passage, which they named "Aborigine Avenue," retains nearly 300 impressions left 4500 years
ago by the feet of ancient cavers.
Documentation

Following discovery by the NSS exploration and map-

en from the walls and ceiling in the geological past. Rather

ping group, a team of speleologists affiliated with the Cave

than walking on a flat surface, one moves along Tremen-

Research Foundation (Brucker and Watson 1976; Watson
1969) undertook documentation (figs. 4, 5). In recent

dous Trunk by climbing around, over, and between these
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Figure 3. Dry cave passage (the Register Room) between the Only Crawl and Tremendous Trunk (Cave
Research Foundation photograph by James Goodbar and Kenneth Russell).

Figure 4. Mapping crew in Aborigine Avenue (Cave Research Foundation photograph by James Goodbar and Kenneth Russell).

years it has become increasingly clear that exploration and

use of deep caves was common in the prehistoric eastern

United States (Crothers et al. 2002; Faulkner 1986;

Faulkner, Deane, and Earnest 1984; Ferguson 1983; Jay
Franklin, personal communication 2000; Freeman et al.
1973; Munson and Munson 1990; Watson 1969, 1974),
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Figure 5. Locations of prehistoric footprints in Aborigine Avenue, Jaguar Cave. Each dot represents one
footprint; "SS" = "Survey Station"; the two areas enclosed by rectangles are those shown in Figures 8
(rectangle B) and 9 (rectangle A), (Rendering by Judith Stolen of the original Aborigine Avenue footprint map prepared by Michael Voligny).

but preservation of such a large assemblage of individual

materials for illumination, including hickory bark (Mun-

footprints is unprecedented. There are other caves in the

son and Munson 1990) and dry weed stalks such as false

United States containing prehistoric foot impressions

foxglove (Gerardia) and goldenrod (Solidago; Watson

(Watson 1969: 62-63, 1986: 113), and there are Old
World caves with much earlier prints (e.g., Bahn and Ver-

1969: 33). In areas where it was available, however, cane
(Arundinaria gigwntea) appears to have been the preferred

tut 1988: 13-15), but the quality and quantity of those in

torch material. Experiments have shown that a bundle of

Aborigine Avenue are unparalleled.

three or four dried canes will burn for about an hour and

The sand and clay floor of Aborigine Avenue is inter-

give sufficient, reliable light for four or five people moving

rupted in many places by breakdown and flowstone, which

through the cave (Ehman 1966; Watson 1966, 1969:

do not retain footprints. The first prints are visible at a
point about 150 m into the passage. The passage itself is
500 m long and is characterized by occasional flowstone
and dripstone as well as a few drop-offs where the mud
floor has been washed away into a lower level. The last 100
m is a very low dead-end and it does not appear that the
prehistoric explorers penetrated deeply into this area.
Throughout those parts of the passage they did explore,

33-36). One person can easily carry enough cane to light a

wherever the floor is muddy or soft, there are many whole
and partial footprints. Orientations of the prints vary considerably, but the main flow of traffic was along the axis of

the passage. Many of the prints are clear and detailed (fig.
6). Close examination by Robbins of the impressions indi-

cated to her that at least one person was shod with thin
flexible footwear, perhaps woven from plant fibers like the

shoes lost or discarded by aboriginal cavers in the Mam-

moth Cave System (King 1974; Miller 1988; Watson
1969: 28, 36-41, 1974a).
The only material associated with the prints is a scatter-

ing of cane charcoal. Prehistoric cavers used a variety of

stay of several hours underground. Many caves of the Midsouth are littered with the remains of cane torches, both
the charcoal fragments that fall from burning torches and

the discarded ends of spent torches. Also present are the
distinctive smudge marks left when a torch is trimmed or
bumped against the cave wall or ceiling. If the passage is
dry enough to preserve it, this carbonized trail remains to
document the routes taken by prehistoric cavers. Thus, it
provides not only carbon for dating, but also a marker for
tracing ancient subterranean journeys. We think the first
explorers of Jaguar Cave followed the same route one takes
today to reach Aborigine Avenue. Although the entrance
area is too wet to preserve charcoal, a few pieces have been
found in the breakdown of the Towering Inferno, in a
crouchway beyond the Inferno, and on the mud floor of
the Only Crawl. Charcoal smudges remain on walls and
ceilings in several places between the entrance complex, the
Towering Inferno, and Tremendous Trunk. At the junction
where one emerges high above the passage floor to climb
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Figure 6. Footprints #32 and #33 in Aborigine Avenue (Cave Research Foundation photograph by
Roger Brucker and Mark Elliott).

down into Tremendous Trunk, there is a torch smudge on

gypsum that occurs naturally in some cave sediments, are

the ceiling in a position that would require the person mak-

know ethnographically to have been valued by Native

ing it to lean well out over the drop while bracing against

American peoples for their presumed medicinal and super-

the ceiling with a free hand. Whether or not Precolumbian

natural qualities. Some groups also used them as special

explorers penetrated Horrendous Trunk is unknown; no

raw material that could be powdered and mixed with fat or

charcoal has yet been found there, but Horrendous Trunk
lies at a lower elevation than Tremendous Trunk, at stream

There is no evidence that the Register Room crystals were

level, and hence is rather wet. Any charcoal smudges or

mined, and no indication that the sediment was quarried as

fragments originally present might have been washed away.

it was in the Mammoth Cave System (Munson et al.

water to produce symbolically charged white pigment.

There is a thin scatter of charcoal in the upper level of

1989). Tankersley commented that the crystals are so abun-

Tremendous Trunk from the point where one enters it to

dant they could have been collected without leaving evi-

the opening into Aborigine Avenue and beyond to the end

dence of this activity, but he also noted that dates associat-

of the trunk passage. In Tremendous Trunk, on a narrow
ledge skirting a drop-off called the "Void," there was once
a small pile of charcoal now obliterated by modern caver
traffic. There is no charcoal in other lower-level passages
such as the Enchanted Forest, however.

ed with selenite mining in Mammoth Cave and Salts Cave

Kenneth Tankersley (personal communication 1989)
noted large selenite crystals in a sediment bank along the
western wall of a cut- around passage immediately behind a

big breakdown boulder where the cave's register is kept.
The register is a notebook wherein each group entering
this passage records the date, names of all party members,

are more than a millennium later than Jaguar Cave dates.

Hence, it is possible that the Archaic period explorers in
Jaguar Cave were not interested in selenite crystals.

Charcoal fragments in the Register Room yielded two

radiocarbon determinations: 4695 ± 85 (SI 3006) and
4530 ± 85 (SI 3005) radiocarbon years before present
(b.p.), respectively. The sample collected in the footprint
passage returned a determination of 4590 ± 75 b.p. (SI
3003). This evidence indicates that parts of Jaguar Cave
were explored approximately 4500 b.p. via the same en-

objective of their cave trip, and entry time as well as esti-

trance as well as the same route to Tremendous Trunk and

mated exit time. This part of the main passage (fig. 3) is
called the "Register Room." Selenite crystals, a form of

Aborigine Avenue that we use today. In Aborigine Avenue
foot impressions left by these early explorers were retained
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There are many advantages to cave archaeology, most of
which stem from the nearly constant temperature and humidity. The effects of wind and weather are negligible, and
year-round fieldwork is possible. Phenomena, such as this
trail of footprints, that would be obliterated by erosion and

soil formation above ground remain relatively undisturbed. More commonly, and perhaps more importantly,
the type of organic material absent in most archaeological
sites can be preserved in dry caves, including fabric, slippers, cordage, torch and campfire materials (King 1974;
Munson and Munson 1990; Watson 1969, 1974), botan-

ical remains, human feces (Marquardt 1974; Stewart
1974; Yarnell 1969), and desiccated human bodies (Meloy

1984; Meloy and Watson 1969; Neumann 1938; Pond
1937; Robbins 1970, 1974).

Cave archaeology also has its disadvantages. The cave
interior is completely dark. Artificial light must always be

provided, but is frequently insufficient and plagued by
shadows. Moreover, archaeological material can be located
several km from any entrance in places that require both
climbing and crawling to reach, hence the size and weight

of equipment is a significant problem. We used standard
caving gear including carbide- or battery- powered electric

lamps mounted on hard hats, with Coleman pressure
lanterns as supplementary light sources. A peep sight ali-

Figure 7. Measurement points for footprints. A) Length; B) Width
across ball of foot; C) Width across heel (Illustration by Judith
Stolen from a photograph taken in 1976 in Aborigine Avenue by
David Socky).

dade and a miniature plane table, equipment designed for
mining engineers and geologists, proved adequate for
work within the cramped portions of the footprint passage
(FIG. 4).

Survey stations had been established by the NSS cartographers who mapped Aborigine Avenue. Hence, we
were able to move the equipment from one survey station

in the soft sediments. At the place where the passage be-

to another, mapping all prints that could be sighted from

comes a crawlway leading to a dead-end, they turned
around and returned to Tremendous Trunk, continuing a

strenuous one-day trips whenever it was possible to get a

short way beyond the entrance to Aborigine Avenue before

team together. A minimum of four people was necessary:

each station. The mapping was accomplished in a series of

stopping, and presumably leaving the cave by retracing

one working at the plane table, one measuring the foot-

their entry route.

prints, one keeping records, and one adjusting and holding

the lantern.

Recording Techniques

The normal mapping procedure consisted of holding

Faced with the problem of how to document this activ-

the flame of a carbide lamp just above the big toe impres-

ity, we decided to measure and map each complete print in

sion of a print so that the mapper could sight on it through

the footprint passage, a painstaking process that required

the alidade. The distance was then measured with a tape,

many trips to Aborigine Avenue over a period of 10 years

and the line was drawn along the angle on the field map at-

(1976 to 1986) from our research base 90 miles away in
Mammoth Cave National Park. This procedure was chosen

tached to the plane table. The same process was repeated
for the heel of the print. Every complete footprint was

for three reasons: the unprecedented number of prints; the

mapped, a complete print being one whose entire length-

fragility of the prints, suceptible to damage by modern

back of heel to end of big toe- could be measured with a
2 m retractable tape. In addition, whenever possible, the
width at the widest part of the ball of the foot and at
the widest part of the heel were also measured (fig. 7).

caver traffic; and the potential information about soft tissue structure from an ancient human population ordinarily represented by skeletal material alone.
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Table 1. Original measurements for 274 footprints from Aborigine Avenue in Jaguar Cave.
Dimensions are cm; "O" means "outbound;" "I" is "inbound." Footprint #154 does not preserve its toes so the length given is partial. Footprint #160 is at right angles to the passage so
direction is indeterminate; the length is also incompletely preserved.

Print ~Side~} Jail Heel Print Side, Jail Heel

no. direction Length width width no. direction Length width width
1 R,O 24 7 6 59 L, I 22 7.5 6
2 R,O 24 6 6 60 L, I 25 5 5
3 R,O 23 5 6 61 L, I 22 - 5.5
4 R,I 28.5 5.5 8 62 L, I 22 6 4.5
5 L,O 26 8 7 63 R, I 24.5 8.7 5.8

6 R,O 24 7.5 6 64 L, I 23.5 7 5.5
7 R,I 25.5 8.5 6 65 R, I 20.5 6 4.5
8 R,I 27.5 8 7 66 L, I 27.5 10 6
9 L,I 27 8 7 67 L, I 20 7 4.5
10 R, I 27 8 8 68 L,O 23.5 8 6
11 L, I 24 7 6 69 R, I 27 8.5
12 R, I 25 9 6 70 R, O 23 8
13 R,I 27.2 11 7 71 L, I 25
14 L,O - 6.8 72 L,O 22.5 7.5
15 L, I 24 8 6 73 L, O 26 7

7
6
5
5

16
17
18
19
20

R,O 27.5 7 6 74 L, O 24 9 5.5
L, O 25 9 6.5 75 L, O 21 6 5
R,O 28 11 6.8 76 R, O 26 7 5
L, I 28 9 6 77 L, O 24 8.5 5
L,O 24 9 6.5 78 R, O 21 7

21
22
23
24
25

L,O 22 6.5 5.5 79 R, O 24 8
R, I 22 7 5.5 80 L, O 25 10 6
R, I 28 10 7 81 R, O 21 7 5.5
L, I 27 8 6 82 L, O 22.5 8 5
L, O 27 7.5 6.5 83 L, O 20 - 6

26
27
28
29
30

R,O 23 7.5 6 84 R, I 25.5 7 6.5
R,I 25.5 7.5 7 85 R, I 27 10 8
L, O 25 10 5 86 R, I 20.5 - 6
R,O 24 6 6 87 R, I 20.5 7.5 5
L, I 26 9 7 88 R, I 26.5 9 7.5

31 L,O 20 7.5 4.5 89 R, I 24 9 7
32 L,O 23 8 6 90 L, I 29 11 8
33 R,O 21 6.5 5.5 91 R, O 22 7 5.5
34 R, I 25 6 6.7 92 L, I 25 7.5 6.5

35

L,O

36
37
38
39
40

L, I 28 - - 94 R, O 28 - 9
L,I 21 5.5 4.5 95 R, I 21 7 6
L,I 25.5 6 6 96 R, O 23 7 6
L,I 26 7.5 7 97 L, O 24 8 6
L,I 25 10 5.5 98 R, O 25 7 6

41
42
43
44
45

24

9

6

93

R,

O

23

R,O 26 8 7 99 L, I 26 R,I 28 9.3 8 100 R, O 24 7.5
R, I 24 7 7 101 R, I 22 7
L,O 25 9 6 102 L, O 23 7
R,O 26 9.3 6 103 L, O 24 9

7
7
5
6

46 L,O 26 9.3 6 104 R, O 47 R, I 28 10 8 105 R, I 22.5 - 6
48 L, I 26 9 7 106 R, I 23 - 6.5
49 L,I 28 10 7 107 L, I 20 - 5
50 L,O 20 5 5.5 108 L, I 27 - 8

51 R,O 27 7 5.5 109 L, O 27 8 7.5
52 R,I 23 7.5 7.5 110 L, O 24 - 5
53 R,O 27 9 7 111 L, O 26.5 8 7
54 R, I 25 6 5 112 L,O - 8
55 L,I 23 7.5 6 113 L, O 9 56 L, I 26 - 6 114 L, I 20 - 4.5
57 L,O 19.5 5 6 115 R, I 29 - 9

58

R,I

26

8

6.5

(cont.)
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Table 1. (cont.)

Print 'Side, ~Bril ~Heel Print Hide, ~Bail ~Heel
no.

116 L,I 24 - 6 177 R, O 26
117 L, O 23.5 - 5.5 178 R, I 26
118 L,O 24 8 6 179 L,O 119 L,I 29 - 7 180 R, I 23
120 R,I 23 8.5 - 181 R, O 22

9 6
8 7
- 6
- 6

121 R,O 23 - 5.5 182 L, O 25.5 10
122 L,I 20 - 5 183 L, I 23 8
123 R,I 24 - 5.5 184 L, I 26 10
124 R,O 26 - 7 185 L, I 20 9
125 L,O 20 7 5 186 L, I 23 7.5
126
127
128
129
130

7
6
7
6
6

R,O 23 7 6 187 R, I 26 9 8
L,O 20 6.5 5 188 L, I 24 8 6.5
L, O 20 5.5 4.5 189 R, I 20 7 6
R,O 20 5 - 190 R, I 23 8 6.5
R,O 20 7 4 191 L, I 19 8 5.5

131 L,O 21 7 5.5 192 R, I 26 132 R,O 23 - 6 193 R, I 22 133 R,O 20 6 4 194 R, I 26 8
134 R,O 21 6.5 5.5 195 R, I 27 10
135 R, I 24 7 5 196 R, O 24 8

8
6
6
6

136 L, I 24 6 5.5 197 R, I 21 8 5
137 L,I 24 6 6.5 198 L, I 27 - 5.5
138 L,I 23 7 5.5 199 L, O 25 9 7
139 - - - 5.5 200 R,O 23 7 6
140 R, I 24 8 5 201 R, I 22 8 6
141 L, O 26 8 5.5 202 R, I
142 R,I 20 6.5 6.5 203 R, O
143 L,I 25 7 5.5 204 L, I
144 L,I 25 7.5 5.5 205 R, I
145 R,O 24 7.5 6.5 206 L, I
146
147
148
149
150

26 9 7
22 7 5
23 8 7
21 - 5

L,O 23 8 6 207 R, I 21
R,I 23 8 5.5 208 R, I 20 7 5
L,I 23 8 - 209 L, I 27 9 6
L,I 27 8 7 210 L, I 24.5 8 5
L,I - 7.5 - 211 L,I 21 7.5 5.5

151 L,O 20 - 5 212 L, I 26 9 7
152 R, I 25 - 6 213 L, O 24 8.5 6
153 L,I 25 - - 214 R, O 23 9 6
154 L,I 19 8.5 5.5 215 L, I 22 8.5 6.5
155 L,I 24 8 6 216 R, I 25 - 7
156 R, I 24 157 R,O 25 9.5
158 R,I 25 10
159 R,O 24 8
160

161
162
163
164
165

R

R,I
L,O
L,O
R,I
L,I

7 217 R, I 22 8
7 218 L, I 22 8.5
7 219 R, I 24 9
- 220 R, O 22 8
18-7 221 L,O 24 -

7
6
7
6
6

25 8.5 6 222 L, O 22 - 5
25.5 7 6.5 223 R, I 22 8 7
20.5 - 5 224 R, O 25 9 7.5
27 9.8 7.5 225 R, I 23 8 6
26 10.5 6 226 L, I 24 9 6

166 R,O 28 10 7.5 227 L, I
167 L,O 30 10 8.5 228 L, I 26 10.5 8
168 R,I 23 6.5 8.5 229 R, I 24 9 6
169 R,I 25 8 7.5 230 L, O 28 12 10
170 L,O 22 8 5.5 231 L, I 20 9
171 R, I 23 8 7 232 R, I 22 7 5.5
172 R,O 21 6.5 5 233 L, I 24 9 6
173 R,O 25 9 6 234 R, O 21 8.5 5
174 R,O 29 9 8 235 L, I 18 6.5 5
175 R,O 27 10 8 236 R, I 21 6 5

176

R,I

26

-

7.5

(cont.)
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Table 1. (cont.)

Print Tide, ~Bdl ~He~e~l Print Tide, ~BM ~He~e~l
no.

237
238
239
240
241

L,I 20 7 5.5 256 R, O 25 9 7
L,I 23 8 7 257 L, I 24 8
L,I 22 7 - 258 L, O 20
L,O 27 9 7.5 259 L, O 23 7 5.5
L, O 23 8 7 260 L, O 24 9 7

242 R,
243 L,I
244 L,O
245 L,I
246 L,I
247
248
249
250
251

I 24 8 6 261 L, I 23 8 6
23 9 - 262 R, O 24 8
21 9 5 263 L, O 28 10 7.5
23 7 - 264 L, I 27 8.5 7
24 10 6 265 L, O 24 9 6

R,O 24 8 7 266 R, I 20 6 5.5
L, O 26 8 6 267 R, I 25 10
R,O 27 9 7 268 R, O 23 - 6
R,I 20 6 4.5 269 L, O 27 10 7
L,I 22 8 6 270 R, O 23 - 9

252 R, I 21 - - 271 R, O 25 10 5
253 L, O 22 8 6 272 R, O 21 - 5.5
254 L,O 23 - - 273 L, O 23.5 8 5.5
255 R, I 22 8 5 274 R, O 26 10 7

sage were also recorded, as were any peculiarities of the
print. Each print was given a number as it was mapped,

Americas. Footprints in dust have been described from
Lower Salts Cave in Kentucky (Watson 1969: 25-27, 29).
There are footprints in mud in the Upper Crouchway of
Floyd Collins' Crystal Cave, Kentucky (Crothers et al.

and a small mylar tag marked with that number was placed

2002; Watson 1969: 40, 62-64), and in Fisher Ridge

in the print. In this manner 274 footprints were cataloged,

Cave, Kentucky (Watson 1983), in Lon Odell Memorial
Cave, Missouri (Beard 1997a, 1997b), in Saltpeter Cave,
Tennessee (Ferguson 1983; Jay Franklin, personal communication 2000), and also in Sequoyah Caverns, Alabama (Sneed 1984; Watson 1986). Foot impressions are pre-

Whether the print was that of a right or a left foot and
whether the footprint was headed into or out of the pas-

mapped, and measured (table i).
There were two locations (Survey Stations 17 and 22)
where many prints were massed in a small area. Mapping
in the middle of these roughly circular patches required
one additional piece of equipment. Because the clay in
both areas was soft, it was impossible to record prints in
the centers of these areas without obliterating parts of
prints on the edges. A lightweight, collapsible, and easily

sent above ground at the Oro Grande site in southern Cal-

ifornia (Rector 1983) dated to 5070 ± 120 b.p. (UCR-

portable fishing pole provided a long arm capable of reach-

843). Ancient footprints are also known from Nicaragua
(Bryan 1973).
Footprints provide an indirect means of studying the

ing the center prints without destroying the outer ones. A

morphology of prehistoric human feet. Our knowledge of

small plumb bob attached to the line was lowered to just

prehistoric people comes mainly from their skeletal re-

above the toe and then the heel, while the mapper sighted

mains, hence estimates of prehistoric stature and body size

on the plumb bob. The length and width measurements
were made by one agile individual- sometimes anchored
by a second person- able to lean out and stretch suffi-

based on particular bones of the body, not ordinarily from

ciently to obtain the readings without disturbing any of the
impressions.

are usually derived from calculations and observations
the feet. Steele (1976) and Gunn and McWilliams (1980),
however, used two foot bones (calcaneus and talus) for estimation of sex among Americans of African and European

ancestry, and some work has been done on estimates of

Footprint Analysis

stature from foot and ankle bones (Byers, Akoshima, and

The prehistoric human footprints in Jaguar Cave are a
significant find for the physical anthropologist. There are
more prehistoric footprints in Jaguar Cave than anywhere

Curran 1989; Holland 1995) and from foot size (Anil et
al. 1997; Giles and Vallandigham 1991; Jasuja, Singh, and
Jain 1991; Robbins 1985; Singh and Phookan 1993).

else in North America, and probably more than at any oth-

The size and shape of the footprint enable us to estimate

er single site anywhere. Other sites have been reported

the internal skeletal structure of the foot. Footprints also

from North America, however, as well as elsewhere in the

reveal walking patterns. Shifts of body weight from the
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Table 2. Cluster and discriminant function results for

measurements of the Jaguar Cave footprints.
No. of areas Prints
With outliers where duster identified by

No. of % correct added to individual Rabbins as
Cluster

1
2
3
4
5

prints

assignments

clusters

43 83.7 44 5 13
28
82.1
33
6
15 86.7 17 4 3
100
4
1
3
100
3
2
2

100

7

6

29

96.6

9

55

8

7

2

100

81.8

Outliers

2

29

5

7

62

17

6

33,67

3

3

1,32,72

35.3

15

* Total number of areas is 6.

t Print #132 lacks ball width in our database (table i) and

was excluded.

entering and exiting the passage. Contemporary cavers,
when examining a new passage, often wander, inspect, and
explore as they enter. Once they have finished their observations, they then exit the passage quickly and directly. This

behavior tends to leave more prints entering the passage
than exiting, and distributional analysis of the prehistoric
footprints in Aborigine Avenue tends to support this sug-

gestion. Among the six locales within the passage where
preservation is best, the four nearer the passage entrance

are linear or oval (e.g., at SS 15 on Figures 5, 8), whereas
the two print locales nearer the far end of the passage are

circular or triangular (e.g., at SS 22, on Figures 5, 9).
When direction (in versus out) and location within the pas-

sage (linear distributions versus circular and triangular
ones) are compared statistically via a chi square test, the re-

lationship is significant at the .01 level. Locations nearer
the passage entrance with linear distributions have more

heel forward to the toes and from the medial to lateral sides

exiting impressions than do the round distributions nearer

of the foot correspond to areas of differential pressure

the passage end. Upon venturing further into the passage,

along the footprint. Sequential footprints made by an in-

the aboriginal cavers wandered about and milled around
while exploring, whereas in the more exterior portion of
the passage, walking was more direct, both going into and
leaving the passage.
How many were in the prehistoric party? Measurements
and qualitative observation can be used to answer this
question but there are problems with each approach (R.
Kennedy 1996; Robbins 1985). The measurements, however, provide especially valuable and perhaps unique quantitative information. Footprint length, ball width, and heel
width (fig. 7) were measured while the impressions were
being mapped (table i). Of the best-preserved impressions, 202 reveal all three dimensions. Robbins' analysis of
these 202 impressions, based upon differences in size and
morphology, indicates nine individuals. We carried out

dividual make the analysis of gait and stride patterns possible. For example, is the angle of the gait made with the toes

directed straight ahead, or angled obliquely ("toeing out'5
or "toeing in'5)?

The Jaguar Cave human footprints, at first glance, suggest that many people passed along the cave passage at different times. At least one individual may have worn some
type of footgear (probably vegetable-fiber moccasins), but
most were apparently barefoot. In some areas, later foot-

prints were superimposed on earlier ones and some footprints are slightly eroded by water trickling along the passage floor.

There are 150 prints pointed toward the rear of Aborigine Avenue and only 123 pointing toward the entrance.
When a group of people walk to the end of a passage, and
turn around to walk out using the same route, the prints

cluster and discriminant function analyses of those impres-

directed toward the end of the passage should be more fre-

individuals based on her morphological categories of foot-

quently damaged, with more exiting impressions preserved
than entering ones- yet the opposite is true for Aborigine

print types, we called each statistically-defined footprint
group a "cluster individual," or "cluster."

Avenue. There are several possible explanations. There
might be another exit from the passage, but extensive

Table 2. The number of footprints in each cluster varies

sions, and to avoid confusion with Robbins' classificatory

The results of the statistical analyses are summarized in

searching by modern explorers found no such exit and saw

from as few as two to as many as 55. In addition to the nine

no indications that the early cavers had found such an exit.

clusters, there are 17 un-clustered impressions that are out-

Alternatively, perhaps the first explorers entered and exited

liers. Relations among the multivariate means (centroids)

Aborigine Avenue by the same general route, but if the

of the clusters were also calculated. Cluster 1, for example,
is most similar to Clusters 2, 3, and 8, and most different

exit path traversed more solid surfaces than the entrance
path, fewer exiting prints would have been made. The dis-

tribution of in and out impressions on the map supports
the hypothesis that the two sets of tracks were somewhat
separate.
The manner of exploration may have differed between

from Clusters 5 and 6. For all clusters considered together,
the greatest differences are between Cluster 4 and Cluster
6.

In addition to delineating relationships among the cluster centroids, we examined variation within each cluster. To
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Figure 8. Linear trails of Cluster Individuals 7 and 9 near Survey Station 15. Other cluster individuals'
prints omitted from this view. Footprints enlarged 125% relative to map scale. (Diagram by Judith Stolen).

determine variation around the centroid, we calculated the
multivariate distances between each print and the cluster
centroids, assigning prints to the cluster with the closest
centroid. A print can be correctly assigned to its cluster, or

in the passage are illustrated, one with impressions in a linear distribution and one in a round distribution.

The linear distribution (fig. 8) is located near Survey
Station 15 and is composed largely of prints in Clusters 7

incorrectly assigned to another cluster. The more correct

and 9. Cluster Individual 7's prints can be followed out of

assignments there are of individual impressions, the more

the passage. Proceeding from west to east (left to right on

unified are the resulting clusters. When all the clusters are

the map), Cluster Individual 7 walked from the extreme

considered together, the greater the number of correct as-

west part of the distribution through the middle and toward the east. The trail is lost in the eastern portion of the

signments, the more reliable the results of the analysis.
Correct assignments are shown in Table 2, which indicates

that there is a high frequency of correct assignment of

distribution, although one print entering is found near the
middle of the distribution. Cluster Individual 9 left four

prints. The only group with less than 80% correct assign-

prints entering, most in the eastern half of the distribution.

ments is that of remnant or outlying prints that were omit-

Cluster Individual 9's exiting prints begin in the western

ted from the other real clusters. Excluding this artificial
group results in an overall correct classification of 86.5%,

end and continue into the eastern end. This tracking, for
the most part, makes logical sense, with lefts and rights al-

a result suggesting that the cluster analysis is meaningful

ternating as would be expected. One of Cluster Individual

and that the clustering technique is internally consistent.
When each of the 17 outliers is forced into the cluster

9's prints (Footprint #102), however, appears to be out of
step: there are two left exiting prints in a row without an

most similar to it, then the best guess for the outlier's clus-

alternating right. While there are several other possible ex-

ter membership is achieved. The members of the "new"
clusters, which include the original members and the assigned outliers, can be plotted on the passage map to de-

planations, we think that Footprint #102 was spuriously

included with those of Cluster Individual 9.

lineate cluster trails. Most of the cluster individuals (table

amined elsewhere in the passage. In the round distribution

The footprints of Cluster Individuals 7 and 9 can be ex-

2) have prints in various areas throughout the passage (for

(fig. 9) at the back (west end) of Aborigine Avenue near

instance, Cluster Individual 9); only the clusters with the

Survey Station 22, the prints of Cluster Individuals 7 and

fewest numbers of prints are limited to a few areas (for in-

9 are present, but are more difficult to follow. Cluster In-

stance, Cluster Individual 4). One of the results of this sta-

dividual 7's prints are present in the nw half of the distrib-

tistical approach is that it permits tracking each of the clus-

ution, but do not display a walking pattern. Cluster Indi-

ter individuals into and out of the passage. Two areas with-

vidual 9's footprints occur throughout the distribution,
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#15) could not be assigned to any cluster, and an additional footprint left by another of her individuals (Print

#132) was omitted because our database compiled in the
cave (table 1) lacks a measurement of ball width (see Table
3 for Robbins5 measurements from the cast of Print #132).

These results indicate that while there is some agreement between the clusters and Robbins5 categories, the relationship is weak. The two approaches are comparable only in a general way, and we cannot say which approach or

what portion of each is more accurate; but we can say
something about why the respective results differ. Although each person's footprint is unique (Robbins 1978),
the dimensions of a footprint vary slightly according to
foot placement on the ground, weight distribution along
the foot, and so on. In addition, uneven terrain and the differing substrates of sand, clay, and mud in the cave passage
would have increased the range of dimensional variation in

the prints. Moreover, two individuals may have footprints

with very similar dimensions, but with quite divergent
morphology. Finally, differences in measurement technique (inter-observer error) have undoubtedly contributed
to some of the dimensional variation, especially in view of

irregular and sometimes inadequate illumination of the
footprints. In sum, a precise estimate of the number of inFigure 9. Tracks of Cluster Individuals 7 and 9 in a circular
distribution near Survey Station 22. Footprint scale is not
enlarged relative to feature. (Diagram by Judith Stolen).

dividuals who made the footprints is unlikely to be ob-

tained from measurement alone.

Ideally, the dimensions of each footprint should be con-

sidered in relation to the morphological configuration of
that print. Are the dimensional similarities among footbut again no trail is obvious. The difficulty with tracking
the clusters in the round distribution, as contrasted with

prints consistent with similarities of shape, position, and

following them in the linear distribution, is probably be-

toes, ball, arch, and heel of the footprint? The physical lo-

cause the aboriginal cavers were exploring and milling
about in the parts of the passage now characterized by

cation of the Jaguar Cave footprints made it very difficult
to collect the requisite morphological data from each foot-

round distributions, obliterating earlier footprints in the

print. Their fragile nature, in addition to their location,

process. It is also possible that because the prints in the

negated making casts of the whole footprint trail. As an al-

round distribution were more difficult to observe and

record, their measurements may be less accurate than the

alignment of weight-bearing pressure in the region of the

ternative, Robbins elected to cast footprints that exhibited

clear morphological differences to provide a permanent

more accessible ones in the linear distributions. Inaccurate

record of the minimum number of different individuals

measurements may have resulted in footprints being as-

who had walked through the cave passage.
Casting individual footprints was not without its problems. The selection of suitable casting compounds was in-

signed to the wrong clusters.
The relation between the statistically determined clusters and Robbins5 more intuitively identified individuals

fluenced by our ability to carry the ingredients and mixing

can also be assessed (table 2). Two of the clusters (Cluster
Individuals 1 and 8) each include footprints left by one of

utensils into the cave, and the casting equipment plus the
finished products out of the cave. The combination of tem-

the individuals identified by Robbins, demonstrating identical determinations. On the other hand, Cluster Individ-

the footprint passage markedly affected some casting me-

ual 7 includes footprints left by two of Robbins' individuals, Cluster Individual 9 includes three of her individuals,

was necessary to use materials that were stable during and

and five cluster individuals include none. In addition, one
footprint representing one of Robbins5 individuals (Print

perature (approximately 54° F) and humidity (75-85%) in
dia (e.g., paraffin) but not others (e.g., latex). Finally, it
after the casting process, i.e., that neither expanded nor
shrank during or after the setting-up stage, and that result-
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Table 3. Preliminary classification by Louise Robbins of footprint
casts from Jaguar Cave (Robbins, Wilson, and Watson 1981). Stature
is given in inches, ± 1 inch, and foot dimensions in mm. The foot
that created Print #132 was shod in a moccasin; the cast of this print
measures 235 mm long with a ball width of 100 mm and a heel width

of 75 mm.

ogy, and in placement of weight-bearing pressures along
the length of the foot. Footprint #15 is equally distinctive
in morphology, as well as in the strong pressure exerted by
all five toes on the broad ball of the foot. The morphology

of Footprint #13 is mature and robust, while #33 is an

Print Toot Toot ~Bdl Heel
no. side Age Sex Stature length width width

immature form with low arch and short broad toes. A low,
"flat-footed" arch form is a distinctive trait of both left and

3 Right Adult Male? 63 242 85 65
13 Right Adult Male 69 262 108 60

right footprints of the individual who left impression #33.

1 Right Adult Male 66 250 95 64
15 Left Adult Male 66 250 110 65
32 Left Adult ? 64 242 90 63

33 Right Adolescent? ? 59 223 78 65

67 Left Adult? Female? 55 210 80 47
72 Left Adult Female? 62 235 75 50

132 Right Adult Male 62 225 90 70

ed in a final product permanently retaining the size and
shape of the footprints.

Robbins also made a preliminary classification of footprints by age and sex (table 3). She could not assign an age

range for each individual beyond noting whether or not
the foot size and shape indicate an adult. Footprint #33,
for example, with short bulging toes (especially the fifth

toe), has an adolescent or even child-like form, whereas
Footprint #67 appears to be of a skeletally mature foot
with a small gracile form, a combination often found in females.

fairly level ground was selected over a well-defined foot-

Stature can be estimated from foot length (Giles and
Vallandigham 1991; Jasuja, Singh, and Jain 1991; Robbins 1985; Singh and Pookan 1993) because these are pos-

print on a sloping section of the floor because the sloping

itively correlated (r = 0.63 to 0.92 in living groups). If the

The uneven floor of the passage influenced which footprints would be cast. A less deeply impressed footprint on

footprint would not hold the casting compound long

Jaguar Cave footprint lengths accurately indicate foot

enough for it to set up without modifying the print. An-

length, then the ratios and regressions between stature and

other factor was the requirement that footprints be cast

foot length established for modern people can be em-

within the time span of one trip into and out of the cave.

ployed to estimate statures for the prehistoric explorers.

Robbins obtained casts with plaster, paraffin, or latex
from one footprint for each of the nine individuals she had

Three studies were used in estimating Jaguar Cave
statures. In a small sample of contemporary American In-

preliminarily identified. Each cast is a positive reproduc-

dians, foot length was found to be approximately 15% of

tion of the plantar surface (and often of the sides as well)

stature for both females and males (Robbins, Wilson, and

of the foot that left the impression, the footprint on the

Watson, 1981). Hrdlicka (1935) reports measurements for

cave floor being the negative impression of the bottom of

394 female and 797 male Indians from the American

the foot. A negative cast can then be made from the positive one. Not only can the size and shape of the footprint

Southwest and northern Mexico. The major advantage of
his sample is that the people are probably comparable to

be measured on a cast, but comparisons of the size and

the Jaguar Cave folk in that they lived strenuous lives and

morphology of the toes, and ball, arch, and heel regions of

habitually wore sandals or went barefoot. Hrdlicka's data
(1935: 436, table 182) show that for the combined Indian sample, foot length is 14.81% of female and 15.1% of
male statures. Giles and Vallandigham (1991) devised regression formulae based on a study of 1330 females and
6682 males in the U.S. Army and used a more precise re-

different footprints are also possible. For example, the con-

siderable difference in the sizes of Footprints #13 and #67
is readily apparent, but there is little difference in size between #3 and #32. Dimensionally these two feet are quite
similar except for ball width, but the differences in their
shapes exceed the range of variation that we found among
footprints of a single individual. The particular contour of

gression analysis.

the medial ball and the light impression of the little toe,

dividuals were specified, we estimated statures with the

Because the sexes for seven of Robbins' Jaguar Cave in-

even with weight-bearing pressure on the lateral ball, are

foot-stature ratios and the regression formulae for the sex-

distinctive and recurring traits of the person responsible for

es separately whenever possible. When sex was unspecified

Footprint #3. Robbins observed that in some footprints of
that the foot seems to have only four toes. The person who

by Robbins (e.g., Footprint #32), we calculated and applied unweighted means of the female and male footstature ratios and regression formulae. The same un-

left Footprint #72 also frequently pressed only four toes

weighted ratios and formulae were applied to the possible

that individual the little toe touched the ground so lightly

to the ground, but Footprint #72 and others of that indi-

adolescent (Footprint #33), although applying these fig-

vidual differ from Footprint #3 in dimensions, morphol-

ures derived for adults to a subadult may be inappropriate.
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Table 4. Estimated stature derived from casts of Jaguar Cave
footprints. Foot length is in mm, stature in inches.
Observations

Print number 1 3 13 15 32 33 67 72 132

Age Adult Adult Adult Adult Adult Adolescent? Adult? Adult Adult
Sex Male Male? Male Male ? ? Female? Female? Male

Foot length* 250 242 262 250 242 223 210 235 225

Stature

Source 1* 65.5 63.5 68.8 65.5 63.5 58.5 55.1 61.7 59.1
Source 2| 65.4 63.3 68.5 65.4 63.8 58.8 55.8 62.5 58.8
Source 3* 66.3 65.2 67.9 66.3 64.6 62 59.4 63 62.9
* From Robbins, Wilson, and Watson 1981; Table 3 of the present article.
t After Hrdlicka 1935: 436, table 182.
X After Giles and Vallandigham 1991: 1138-1139.

Table 5. Estimates of stature for Jaguar Cave (based on footprints) and for the Carlston Annis Site (using the length of leg

bones).
Females

Site

Inches

cm

Inches

cm

Jaguar Cave

Robbins, Wilson, 58.4 64.5

and Watson 1981
Hrdlicka 1935 59.2 150.29 64.3 163.27

Giles and Vallandigham 1991 61.2 155.48 65.7 166.93
Carlston Annis
Trotter 1970 62.0 157.6 66.7 169.5
Neumann and Waldman 1968 61.9 157.3 66.0 167.7

stature from the skeletons, or those from the footprints,
may be inaccurate. Third, the footprints may not represent

full foot lengths, making stature estimations shorter than
they should be.
Discussion

On the basis of our observations in Aborigine Avenue
during the 1970s, Robbins concluded that nine individuals explored the passageway. The faint outlines of some
footprints, the superimposition of others, and erosional effects on still others suggested to her that at least two trips
had been made at different times. The obscurity of specific
footprint details, however, made it difficult for her to de-

The estimates, although varying among the several ap-

termine whether or not any or all of the nine identifiable

proaches, nevertheless indicate that the aboriginal Jaguar

individuals participated in more than one round trip

Cave explorers were short relative to contemporary Euroamerican populations (table 4).
Stature estimates based on the Jaguar Cave footprints

through Aborigine Avenue. All that we can say for sure is

can be compared with those based on larger samples of pre-

historic long bone lengths. Mensforth's (1985) summary
data for femur and tibia lengths of adult skeletons from the
Carlston Annis Site, a shell mound on the Green River in

that there may have been two trips by a total of nine people. No artifacts were recovered, and the small amount of

charcoal is consistent with very limited exploration. In
Mammoth, Salts, and Wyandotte Caves, where there was
extensive prehistoric activity, torch and campfire remains

western Kentucky dating to ca. 5000-3000 b.p., are used.

are obvious and ubiquitous. In Jaguar Cave the evidence is
limited to a thin scatter of charcoal and torch marks. The 2

Stature is estimated using these summed figures and the re-

sigma error of the radiocarbon dates spans 500 years, with

gression formulae developed from a recent U.S. Eu-

a 200 year stretch (4500-4700 b.p.) where all three radio-

roamerican sample (Trotter 1970) and a prehistoric Midwestern American Indian sample (Neumann and Waldman
1968). These two regression techniques, when applied to
the Carlston Annis material, give comparable results

carbon determinations overlap. This may indicate a single

(table 5). When the statures estimated from the skeletons

visit, or more than one visit within a relatively short time
span.

Whether there were two trips or more, nine individuals

walked through the cave in the 3rd millennium B.C., an

are contrasted with the statures estimated from the Jaguar

event made noteworthy by virtue of its preservation. Also

Cave impressions, however, the skeletal estimates are

notable is that these are the earliest dates from a deep cave

greater than the Jaguar Cave estimates.

site in the eastern United States. Although there are dozens

There are a number of possible explanations for these
differences. First, the population producing the Jaguar
Cave footprints and the Carlston Annis people may have
had different average heights. Second, the estimates of

of dates from the Mammoth Cave System in Kentucky
(Crothers et al. 2002; Gardner 1987; M. Kennedy 1996;
Kennedy and Watson 1997), and from caves in Indiana,
Tennessee, Kentucky, and Alabama (Crothers et al. 2002),
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none of the radiocarbon determinations is as early as those
from Jaguar Cave.

The most intensive use of the Mammoth Cave System

Louise M. Robbins participated in most of the field
work at Jaguar Cave during the 1970s and early 1980s,
made casts of nine of the prints, and had begun detailed

occurred during the Early Woodland period approximate-

analyses and reporting of all the footprint data before her

ly 2800 to 2300 years ago, when gypsum, both in its pow-

untimely death from cancer in 1987. P. Willey, who first ac-

dered form and as selenite crystals (Kennedy and Watson

companied us to the cave in 1984, kindly consented to

1997; Munson et al. 1989), was mined along with the
sulfate minerals epsomite and mirabilite (Watson
1969:57-64, 1974b; White 1969). Wyandotte Cave in

work from Robbins' partial manuscript and the footprint

southern Indiana (Munson and Munson 1990) was mined

in this paper incorporates work by both Robbins and Wil-

for chert as early as the Late Archaic period, and the sta-

ley.

lagmitic mineral aragonite was extensively mined in Wyan-

dotte during the Middle to early Late Woodland periods

(Munson and Munson 1990; Tankersley, Munson, and

data to provide his own analyses of print distribution and

of stature. Hence, the physical anthropological discussion

The research reported here could not have been carried
out without the interest and hospitality afforded us by the
families who owned land over the cave- Mr. and Mrs. Juan

Munson 1983; Tankersley et al. 1990). In Tennessee, Salt-

Copley, Mr. and Mrs. James Williams, and Miss Lera and

peter Cave was mined prehistorically for chert (Ferguson

Miss Loma Pile- and we are very thankful to them.
Nor could we have accumulated the data without the

1983; Franklin, personal communication 2000). In addition to the use of caves as mines and quarries, the dark

continuing strong support of many Cave Research Foun-

zones of some caves were used for ceremonial purposes, in-

dation Joint Venturers. The footprint mapping technique

cluding execution of drawings and engravings with icono-

devised by CRF cartographers John and Patricia Wilcox
was persistently and patiently applied by Michael Fuller

graphic or supernatural significance (Crothers 2001; DiBlasi 1996; Faulkner 1986). In still other cases, pits and
caves were used for disposal or burial of the dead. Finally,

some caves- like Jaguar- seem simply to have been explored but not otherwise utilized. The present evidence in-

dicates that Aborigine Avenue in the deep interior of
Jaguar Cave was explored earlier than any other cave in the
region, but was not visited again during prehistoric times.
Aborigine Avenue contains the record of an isolated event

and a series of field crews consisting of Washington Uni-

versity anthropology students. The photographic record
was skillfully compiled by Roger Brucker, Diana Daunt,
Mark Elliot, James Goodbar, William McCuddy, Kenneth
Russell, David Socky, and Michael Voligny. The original
footprint map (6 x 3 ft) is the work of Michael Voligny,
who devoted countless hours to carefully collating the raw
field data, designing the final map, and producing it with

not easily related to the culture history of the area in which

skill and precision. Judith Stolen generously donated both

the cave is located. Nonetheless, that event is noteworthy
because it is such a discrete and direct link to some re-

her time and her expertise as an imaging specialist to cre-

markable prehistoric individuals.

nal footprint map; she also produced the rendering of the

ate a diagrammatic, digitized rendering of Voligny's origicave map and the cluster track diagrams, as well as digitiz-
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